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ABSTRACT

need
effective,
on-line help is apparent to most
first-time supercomputer users.
quite difficult
users to determine how to
substantial computing power available to
We propose a
system
model that can integrate and extend the work on on-line help currently
performed at many
In particular, we will apply what we have
our previous instructional design work for the government, military, and
environments.
addition, we plan to promote a collaboration
among the national labs, the NSF supercomputer centers, and
University
illinois (in particular, the Computer-based Education Research Lab (CERL),
Graduate School
Library and Information
(GSLIS), and
Beckman Institute). We will define
model for our intelligent help system
and demonstrate
feasibility by implementing it in selected areas.
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IDENTIFICATION AND SIGNIFICANCE

PROBLEM

Users
National Center
Supercomputing Applications (NCSA)
have access to substantial supercomputing resources.
the
environment complex and sometimes confusing.
example, how do
users determine whether to use the Cray X-MP or the Cray-2? Perhaps, the
Alliant (mini-supercomputer) or the (massively-parallel) Connection
Machine is more
Maybe none of these appropriate, and
another supercomputer center's hardware is better suited to a user's problem.
Maybe a supercomputer isn't necessary at all.
The user faced with these complex
before even beginning
to use NCSA resources. Let's assume that the user sophisticated enough to
have made a rough
regarding computing hardware. He (the masculine
pronouns used
this document
both the feminine and masculine
code (resolving compiler incompatibilities,
genders) must then port
his code, measuring performance on the new hardware)
optimize it (sometimes
it,
it). He may
even need to ensure correct output - the architectural differences between the
X-MP and the Cray-2 can produce different, yet equally correct, answers
same problem!
logging on can be non-trivial
remote users. Accessing NCSA
requires an understanding of national networks, local networks, network
software, network bandwidths, etc.
elements of the
environment don't have anything to
directly, with
problem. They do, however, enable the
the
of remote logon. Supercomputer help must address a range of
hel p problems.

national labs are addressing on-line documentation and/or
of the national labs were
at the Sixth Forum on
Computer Systems for Documentation (Los Alamos, Lawrence Livermore,
Park, CO. It was dear that no
NCAR, Sandia, etc.), held Nov. 7 - 10 in
one felt that a comprehensive solution to the on-line help problem was
imminent.
We propose to
collaboration among the national labs, the
supercomputer
and University of Illinois. Many these organizations
are
some aspect of the on-line
problem.
the
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help system model that we propose is modularized, we can integrate an
organization's effort into a specific module in the help system model (e.g.,
help database access tools, or instructional strategies). We anticipate
incorporating multiple solutions in our model.
The Help System Model
The amount of effort and money that a consolidated help system
model could save is substantial. Currently, NCSA maintains a strong support
staff and provides comprehensive user training. However, New User
Training at NCSA is expensive both for NCSA (instructor time,
administration, etc.) and the users themselves (travel expense, lost time at
work, etc.). In addition, it can sometimes be frustrating to contact (by phone
or email) a consultant who may be out of town, or simply out of the office. A
well-designed, intelligent help system can immediately provide users with
many of the answers they seek.
The high-level design of our proposed help system appears in Figure 1.
The Management Module interfaces with operating system, and with
application software (e.g., compilers, word processors) so that the application
can be disengaged when help is required, and restarted when help is
completed. The Tracking Sub-System keeps track of where the user left off in
the application.
The Meta-Help Module determines what kind of help the user
requires. The sophisticated user will be provided with the appropriate tools
to access the Help/Documentation Database. The naive user will be provided
with guided (i.e., tutorial) help and instruction.
This modular design allows us to incorporate the work of teams
working in diverse environments. For example, one lab may be working on
new database designs, such as tagged data, while another may be working on
powerful indexing and keyword access tools. We can implement new and
diverse techniques in our model and test their effectiveness in improving the
help ultimately received by the user.
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System Model

_> ! Management Module
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Tracking Sub-System

1. High-level Help
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EXISTING

Existing help systems approach the help problem from several
viewpoints, with varying degrees
success. As we complete
design
our help
we will incorporate the most
effective features of existing
An overview
interesting
help systems follows:

The Unix Operating System

forms of

(1) Command help - When a user types a command without any arguments,
Unix sometimes returns a one-line description of the command. For
example, if one types rm, the following would appear:

rm [-rit] file ...
one

it

the remove command can use flags r, i, and f, and
name as an argument.

(2) MAN - Unix provides an on-line "manual."
one types man rm,
manual page for the rm command is returned.
can
useful for an
experienced user, but inadequate for a naive user.
(3) MAN -K man command with the -k flag allows the user to type a
keyword. man -k will list all the commands (with a one line description) in
which the keyword appears.

Tops-20 help incorporates

following:

(1) While communicating with the operating
the user can type?
a
list of available commands. A? at the prompt lists all commands. A? typed
after a
of
returns a
of all commands that start with
those
For example:

@fo?
foo foobar
foobah
@fo
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(2) The ESC key used for command completion. If the user
hekESC>,
and help the only command that begins with "hel," the operating system
If the user types a command that
will finish typing the
.........".....-' will prompt for
For example:
@ren<ESC>
(from file)
(from file) foo
@rename (from file) foo (to file)
@rename (from file) foo (to file) bar
This
interaction takes place on one line. <ESC> can also
used for
completion of
if the user has typed enough characters of the
to unambiguously identify the file.
MS Word Help
useful
in MicroSoft Word
mode. The
user presses command-?, and the mouse cursor
as a large question
to
any
the pull-down menu items.
this mode,
mark. This
when the user
an item, the help
provides information about
that item.

Cntrl-h
command line

the "help key" in
with:

When a user types cntrl-h, the

Type? for further options:
If

user

ABCFIKL

? or cntrl-h, the

NSTVW

options are listed:

C-n C-w:

indicates:
for more
the user types cntrl-h
again, a full page appears
all the help commands. All the
commands are one letter, or one control character
means cntrl-c). At any
the
user can type
of the
Most
commands require input. After the user types a command ("a" for example),
is prompted for additional input.
It
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Following are some of
available in EMACS. One
interesting command, I,
the user into the Info documentation reader,
another help system that
later.
A
B
C
I

command apropos
a substring, and see a list of commands that contain that
substring.
describe-bindings
Display table of all key bindings.
describe-key-briefly
Type a command key sequence; it prints the function name
sequence runs.
info
The info documentation reader.

W

command name; it prints
command.

keystrokes invoke that

Commands in Emacs can be entered on the command line. Many
commands have
with them. For example, cntrl-w does
delete-region.
help command (describe-key
the same thing as
when given the argument cntrl-w. The help
briefly) returns
command A (command-apropos) returns a list
commands that includes
when
argument "region". Commands can be
associated with keystrokes The user can
any command to any
keystroke by binding that command to a keystroke. B (describe-bindings)
prints the table of bindings.
In EMACS, one can divide the screen into fixed windows (unlike
Macintosh windows, which are movable and sizable), With two windows,
screen divided in half by a horizontal line. The top half contains one
file, and
bottom half contains another
(or part of the same file).
When help invoked, half
the screen normally
to
the help
information. If the user is working in one window, he can continue working
while help displayed in the other window.

In cT (Carnegie-Mellon Tutor) when the user
for help, a
help window pops
on
screen. In the upper-right corner, a scrollable
that lists keywords
commands. The user can click on any of
field
upper-left corner is a
these keywords and receive related help. In
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scroll able field with a hierarchical menu. Clicking on a menu topic takes
user to a list
subtopics. At
lowest level, the user can click on a "topic,"
which usually a
Information appears
frequently contains
examples that can be modified, executed, and ultimately copied into a user
program.
cT help employs a
command help
windowing . It
listing
commands in the

structure, but also allows direct access to
field. It provides multiple, re-sizable
by
hierarchical menus, and by

In cT,
user can also
Commands, and
a list
divided into sections (e.g., Absolute, Graphics, Judging), The user
can click on a
command to insert it into his program. This feature
provides a listing, only,
cT commands; no information about the
commands
given.

a hierarchical documentation reader that runs under
in a tree structure. Each node contains information
below it.
structure is
to Hypercard.
following
next
previous
menu
last
name
search

It

the next logical node in the
previous logical node in the sequence
parent node of the current
tree
a node selected from a
this
a child node of the
current node
can be used to follow a
were at
the
to jump to
node of which you know
name
that contains a given search string
jump to the next

Because Info runs
EMACS, regular EMACS
can
used to move around within a node. In addition, Info can
kept in one
window, while the user works in another window. Cutting and pasting
(using
EMACS commands) is available.
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ISSUES AND CONSIDERATIONS

We envision our help system
two types
users: the
user who
sophisticated user who knows what he wants, and the
doesn't know what he
or, perhaps, that
even needs help.
actual
user may fall into either
depending on the particular problem at hand.
Meta-Help Module (Figure 1) will first
if the user
sophisticated, and will provide either quick help, or powerful "self-help"
tools (e.g.,
access tools). For
naive user, the Meta-Help Module
will invoke instructional
strategies and templates that provide more
guidance and tutorial.
The complete help
will likely incorporate a continuum
of help services (levelled
described later) to the user,
from help
appropriate to the sophisticated user to help for the naive user.
sophisticated/naive classification is simply a useful beginning point.

We currently envision our help system model as embodying
types of help: quick help, detailed/instructional help, and the
manual.
Quick help provides the answer to
like "What key do I press
right now?", or "What's the UNIX
of the DOS dir command?".
provided to either naive or sophisticated users.
naive
Quick help can
user may
know a
sophisticated user may ask for an
example of a command's usage.
Detailed/instructional help provides the answer to
like
"How do I optimize this segment of code?", or "What the Internet?". It can
involve the teaching of procedures and
Again, it may be
appropriate for either a naive or sophisticated user.
The
contents
the hard-copy manual is usually stored
In our help system, we envision a help/documentation database that can be
referenced by powerful indexing, keyword, and other access tools.
primary problem with an on-line manual is not the data
-- it is the
manner by which we
it.
do not
manuals on-line.
this problem. We plan to
Several of the national labs are
incorporate the products of
efforts, build on them, and extend them.
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The lowest-level help problem simply requires that the user
supplied with answers to questions like "What key do I press?" or "What's
the syntax for this command?".
answer
be supplied directly -- on the
last two lines
screen,
example. Or, the user could be supplied with a
tool to locate
answer himself -such as an index or
of keywords to
select from. Quick help will most often deal with low-level help problems.
Intermediate-level help problems
that the user be taught a
or
concept. An appropriate instructional strategy must be
implemented.
a user to send email a procedural help problem.
Understanding the interrelationship of telephone connections, local
networks, and national networks a conceptual help problem. Appropriate
designs will be implemented to solve
problems.
Detailed/instructional help and the on-line
will most frequently
provide intermediate-level help.

......., ... ".."'.1'1

We can characterize the highest-level of help
as those that
no definitive answer. A scientist may ask, for example, what scientific
can do for
A
answer to his question can be
supplied in the form of examples of previous
similar to his, that
incorporate scientific visualization. We can also "familiarize" him with the
use of the visualization tools, themselves, and let him figure out for himself
how to apply them to his research. Perhaps, the best help
all is interaction
with
on-line,
bulletin board that promotes such interchange could provide another
partial answer to high-level help problems. Finally, powerful
keyword, and other access tools (to the help/ documentation
provide high-level help.

have different
One can pick up a paperbased document (Le., a book) and flip through it, read it straight through,
skim it, etc. To access the same book on a computer is a different matter
entirely. "Flipping" on-line requires some form
indexing or
keyword searching. People
do not
preferring the paper-based
To "skim" on-line, we need to
the
mechanisms and build them into the computer. An
imaginative use of the computer
advantage of its
color, and

user

For example, we could implement conceptual mapping to show
he in the help system. A graphical table of contents could
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overview content as well as provide a visual representation of the
relationships among the various segments of the content.
Color can assume a logical relationship to the help content.
example, as a user progresses deeper and deeper into the help,
color could also progress through deeper hues (an unobtrusive cue to
is
the system).
on a computer can be
Users can modify the parameters
can be
of a programming example to test the effects. Diagrams and
similarly interactive so that the user, by manipulating parameters, can
"what if" questions, and receive the answers immediately. In
this manner, the user checks his understanding
important concepts,
builds "intuition" for them.
supercomputer user could interactively check an optimization
check it on a "problemcould build his
could modify parameters until the
solver" supplied by the help
code segment was performing satisfactorily. Then, it could be incorporated
into the user's program.
There are many
help, such as :

and

in the design

on-line

* static vs. dynamic help -- help can be fixed, or based on variables
the

last response, or the context

* levelling -- help can

the

'l"t>c:nr,1"\

progressively deeper detail

* examples -- conceptual, procedural, programming, dynamic,
etc.

* control structures -- menu selections, help (function) keys, typed
hypertext, etc.

* system vs. user-initiated -- the sophisticated user could

a

of control over the help while error conditions and/ or
irreversible actions might automatically trigger help for
naive
user

* screen formatting -- location and
scrolling, windows

the help area, paging and

* extensibility -- user customization of help content and options
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Our help system will embody computer-imaginative
to help
and instructional problems.
from "simply putting documentation on
line," a computer-imaginative help
maxImIZes
and
processing capabilities of the
Perhaps, the final measure of success
will be the user. We
close contact with
user, both during
and
of our help
bottomline measure will be usage: we will implement and
those help cuc, .."".....
features that work best for our users.

There are
help system model:

problems that need to

considered in an overall

,. Should the help reside centrally, or on the user's terminal or
workstation?

* Do we assume a minimal terminal/workstation
*

we download help software from the mainframe to
terminal/ workstations?

*

do we interrupt an application (e.g., word processor, compiler,
email package) to provide the help?

* How do we return to the interrupted application?
* How

*

the help system interact with the operating system?

do we address
help already available in the
application packages and operating system?

We have modularized the help system model so that
can be addressed
Systems personnel at NCSA will likely be
most involved in
the Management Module will interface to the
system, application software, and Help. Instructional design
personnel at
will be most involved with the Meta-Help Module and
Instructional
and Templates. Design of the Help/Documentation
Database will require
collaboration
the two groups.
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OBJECTIVES

1. Perform systems, work flow analysis
environment.

NCSA supercomputing

2. Document existing
Identify desirable
4. Develop

to existing
layered, embedded help system modeL

5. Identify those elements in
desirable.

NCSA environment for which training

6. Develop
one or two of the identified elements applying the
intelligent, layered, embedded help system model.
7.

help system model (#4) iteratively as training is developed in
objective
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WORK PLAN

Project duration: 36 months
Total person-months (p/ms) for Siegel, Marcovitz, Sfondilias: 79.5
(Person-months for NCSA staff will be determined in conjunction with
NCSA managers.)

Project schedule (elapsed) months
(person months (p/ms) of actual work required)

1-9
(9 p/ms)

Systems Analysis (document current environment)
Hardware
Software
Procedures
Currently available help
Current "hot" problems
Current New-User training
Preliminary recommendations

9-12
(1.5 p/ms)

Complete Report on Systems Analysis with recommendations

3-24
(31.5 p/ms)

Design Detailed Help System Model

lTSC
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25-36

(30 p/ms)
Implement Help For Selected Areas

33-36

(7.5 p/ms)
Complete Final Project Report
(submit to all sponsors of the research)

RELA TED WORK

The co-investigators have collaborated on an embedded, intelligent,
tutoring system (ITS) for high-tech weapons systems training in the US Army
(Sfondilias & Siegel, 1987). The ITS incorporated expert teacher domain rules
based on Direct Instruction (Engelmann & Carnine, 1982). The prototype ITS
was modeled on an IBM PC compatible. The complete ITS is being built on a
Symbolics computer using ART (Automated Reasoning Tool).
Dr. Siegel works with MicroSoft Corporation as a MicroSoft Fellow. He
has collaborated with MicroSoft on development of embedded help in
MicroSoft products. Dr. Siegel was also the principal designer of Electronic
Ink, an educational word processor (Siegel & Felty, 1988). Electronic Ink
incorporates a levelled help system that adapts to a user's level of expertise in
the word processor.
Dr. Sfondilias has collaborated with the US Air Force on the
development of computer-based training, simulations, and help for satellite
and space shuttle ground crew tracking personnel (Sfondilias, Bailey, &
Brewington, 1989). The training system for these personnel includes a fully
functioning simulator that re-creates the entire hardware, software,
communications and personnel environment of ground crew personnel.
The computer-based training incorporates video disk technology as well as a
PC-based simulator.
See enclosed Vita/resumes and papers by Sfondilias and Siegel for
further detail.
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RELATIONSHIP TO FUTURE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

This work will form the basis for implementing additional intelligent
help (in those areas identified in Technical Objective #5). These additional
help modules will conform to the help system model defined during this
effort. Implementation will proceed according to a development cycle such as
the following:
1. Select help problem. Utilize a prioritization procedure:

""
""
""
""

cri tical item?
bottleneck item?
complex item?
simple (easy to teach) item?

2. Classify help problem.
""
""
""
""

Direct Instruction taxonomy
learner vs. system control
schema/map/index problem
computer-based vs. live vs. written help

3. Identify help strategy.
"" problem type (from #2)/ strategy pairs?
"" hierarchical decision tree (expert system or sub-system)?
4. Design help.

5. Develop help.

6. Test/evaluate help.
7. Revise help.

8. Maintain help.
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KEY PERSONNEL

Co-Investigators / Directors:
Dr. John S. Sfondilias
President, Intelligent Tutoring Systems Consultants, Champaign, Illinois
Contractor to NCSA
Former Research Assistant, Computer-based Education Research Lab
Dr. Martin A. Siegel
Assistant Director, Computer-based Education Research Lab
Head, CERL Curriculum and Applications
Associate Professor, Information Sciences
Assistant Professor, Educational Psychology
University of illinois

CERL Staff:
David Marcovitz
Doctoral Student, Computer-based Education Research Lab, University of
Illinois
Other CERL staff will be selected as needed.
NCSA staff will be identified as needed.

FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT

The help system model will be targeted, initially, toward users of the
NCSA Crays. Key personnel have already been granted project time (account
xhr) for pursuing this research.
Fully configured Mac lIs (8 meg of memory, color monitor, MicroSoft
Word, Communications Software) will be required for each of the key
personnel. Some of the help system software may reside on the user's
terminal. We will target this terminal software, initially, at the Mac II.
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Internet access (through NCSA accounts) is required for
communication/ collaboration with the other national labs.
Other NCSA and CERL facilities and equipment will be determined
through negotia tion.

CONSULTANTS

An advisory board will be established that represents the
supercomputer centers, national labs, vendors, and participating corporate
parties.

PRIOR, CURRENT OR PENDING SUPPORT

None.
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COST PROPOSAL

We suggest that this research be funded by multiple sources. Effective,
usable help for supercomputer users benefits the NSF supercomputer centers,
the national labs, supercomputer vendors, as well as corporate users.
Soliciting funding from multiple sources spreads out the funding burden and
risk for each organization.
This cost proposal is an estimate. We will negotiate a more detailed
proposal at a later date. The research, as proposed, constitutes a three-year
project. We anticipate the need for 2-3 research assistants at both NCSA and
CERL. We also anticipate that all personnel directly involved in the research
will travel to collaborating sites approximately 6-8 times per year.
Our initial cost estimate is as follows:

$60,000/ year - ITSC
Includes full-time participation of John S. Sfondilias, all travel
expenses, miscellaneous expenses.
$60,000/ year - CERL
Includes 10% time participation of Martin A. Siegel, all travel
expenses, 2-3 full-time graduate research assistants.
$60,000/year - NCSA/Beckman Institute
Includes 10% time participation of a systems programming staff
member, all travel expenses, 2-3 full-time graduate research
assistants.
The total yearly estimate is $180,000.
The total 3-year project cost estimate is $540,000.
This estimate does not cover University of Illinois overhead,
equipment costs (Mac IIs, supercomputer time, etc.), indirect costs for office
space, etc.
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